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BBC Studios’ use of the BBC Brand 

(1) Background and Introduction 

Following the merger in April 2018 of the BBC’s commercial production subsidiary (BBC Studios), 

and the BBC’s commercial distribution subsidiary (BBC Worldwide), the merged entity now trades 

as BBC Studios.  This document summarises the arrangements in place to manage how the merged 

BBC Studios uses the BBC brand.  In order to avoid any confusion over terminology, this document 

generally refers to the merged entity as BBC Studios, and the two sub-divisions of BBC Studios as 

the production division (i.e. the previous BBC Studios) and the distribution division (i.e. the 

previous BBC Worldwide).   

In particular, this document describes: 

 The rights BBC Studios has to use the BBC Brand under the Brand Licences in place for its 

production division and  distribution division; 

 The methodology we have used to determine how much BBC Studios pays to use the BBC 

Brand; and 

 The circumstances where BBC Studios will and will not pay the BBC Public Services to use 

the BBC Brand. 

We will update this document each year and publish it via our website. We will also set out each 

year details of any changes to our methodologies and the impact thereof. 

(2) Document history 

This document combines the previous BBC Studios and BBC Worldwide brand fee methodologies 

that the BBC published on 31 October 2017 and 20 December 2017 respectively i.e. prior to the 

merger of the two entities which created BBC Studios in April 2018. As part of bringing together the 

two commercial subsidiaries, we have combined the brand fee methodologies across the BBC’s 

commercial production and distribution activities into one document applicable to BBC Studios, the 

trading name of the new combined entity. Separate brand licences are still in place for both 

divisions and the terms remain unchanged from those in place before the merger.  

Changes to the methodology as described for the production division (previously BBC Studios): 

Version Date published Summary of changes from previous version 

V1 31 October 2017 None – first version 

V2 30 April 2018 Drafting changes to provide further explanation relating to the 

methodology and to remove some of the references to BBC Worldwide’s 

distribution revenues. 

 

Changes to the methodology as described for the distribution division (previously BBC Worldwide): 
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Version Date published Summary of changes from previous version 

V1 20 December 2017 None – first version 

V2 30 April 2018 Removed ‘pre-tax’ from description in this document of the revenue that 

the brand fee is payable on for clarity. No change to the methodology as all 

revenue is pre-tax.  

 

Further changes have been made to simplify this document and the descriptions herein.  

(3) Brands and usage  

The BBC Studios distribution division and its respective subsidiaries will use the following brands:  

 BBC masterbrand within BBC Studios’ registered Corporate Names (e.g. “BBC Worldwide” or 

“BBC Earth”) and Business Names (e.g. “BBC Books”); 

 The Corporate Names and Business Names referred to above; and 

 BBC masterbrand as part of a BBC Composite Brand or a BBC Studios Composite Brand (ie 

the BBC masterbrand coupled with additional words) in relation to a service, channel, 

domain name or other activity or offering made or undertaken by the  distribution division. 

The BBC Studios production division and its respective subsidiaries will use the following brands: 

 BBC masterbrand; 

 Programme or strand brands for Existing Intellectual Property (Existing IP) (i.e. new 

commissions of BBC Studios programmes or series existing prior to commercial launch of 

the previous BBC Studios in April 2017, or programmes developed but not contracted prior 

to commercial launch); 

 Programme or strand brands for any New IP (i.e. IP created after the launch of the previous 

BBC Studios as a commercial subsidiary in April 2017). 

Where BBC Studios is proposing to use, for the first time, the masterbrand within a corporate or 

business name, BBC Composite Brand or BBC Studios Composite Brand, BBC Studios shall seek the 

written approval of the BBC Public Service. 

Any proposals to use other existing BBC brands would need to be noted and separately licensed by 

the BBC Public Service (for example, under the terms of BBC Studios’ investment in a BBC 

programme). The BBC Public Services will continue to own the BBC masterbrand, all programme 

brands for Existing IP created before the launch of the previous BBC Studios as a commercial 

subsidiary (April 2017), and new programme brands created after April 2017 (whether created for 

the BBC or third parties) . The BBC Public Services will licence new programme brands to BBC 

Studios as needed to exploit the programmes commercially.  

Sub-licensing 

As part of its ongoing business, BBC Studios grants some licensees the rights to its content and 

services which by their very nature contain BBC Brand materials and trademarks.  Where BBC 

Studios enters into any such agreement the licensee will enter into an agreement with the BBC for 

use of the BBC Brand in such form as the BBC requires. In particular, if BBC Studios grants to a 

licensee the right to distribute a channel comprising any of the BBC Studios Composite brands 

which are used exclusively to designate BBC Studios’ channels, the BBC has granted BBC Studios 
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the right to sub-licence the masterbrand to the licensee on standard terms agreed with the BBC as 

part of the Brand Licence. 

Genre brands 

The brand agreement notes that with BBC Children’s Brands (e.g. CBBC and CBeebies) and BBC 

Radio Brands (e.g. BBC Radio 1, BBC Radio 1 Xtra, etc.) there is a particular affinity between the 

content they are linked to and the audience they serve. Rights are therefore granted under the 

agreement but subject to approval from the Children’s Genre Board/Radio Commercial Board or 

their successors/nominees. For minor extensions of existing uses this will be for information only 

but any significant new use of BBC Children’s and Radio Brands (e.g. a branded theme park) would 

require full approval of the relevant Board and investment to cover certain costs may be required. 

BBC Studios will also comply with any directions from a relevant Genre Board within the BBC in 

relation to the BBC’s overall vision and direction for any applicable Genre.  

(4) The Brand Fee methodology 

The terms of the brand licence and the brand fee percentage have been reviewed by independent 

financial external advisers who are satisfied that payment has been set on market standard terms.  

The brand fee arrangements remain relatively complex due to the two divisions of BBC Studios 

having been separate commercial subsidiaries with separate brand licences (which as explained 

above, remain in place).  The methodologies relating to the production division and the  distribution 

division are set out in turn below. 
 

BBC Studios Production division 

The brand fee for production activities is set as a percentage of primary production revenue for 

third party commissions and secondary production revenues from third party distributors. The two 

basic principles are that: 

 the BBC Studios production division should only pay a brand fee where it has benefited 

from the BBC brand to win commissions and the revenues associated with each 

commission; 

 the BBC Studios production division should not have to pay a brand fee on revenues which 

derive from the BBC Studios  distribution division, as a brand fee will already have been 

paid under the arrangements relating to the  distribution division (as set out at the end of 

this document) 

The table below summarises these arrangements, whilst the text below describes these in further 

detail.   

 

Application of the BBC Brand Fee for BBC Studios production division 

Distributor – 

Secondary 

Production Revenue  

Commissioner – Primary Production Revenue  

BBC 3rd Party 

BBC Studios  

distribution division 

Primary production revenues – no 

brand fee 

Secondary production revenues – 

Primary production revenues – 

brand fee applies 

Secondary production revenues – 
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no brand fee no brand fee 

Third-party 

distributor 

Primary production revenues – no 

brand fee 

Secondary production revenues – 

no brand fee 

Primary production revenues – 

brand fee applies 

Secondary production revenues – 

brand fee applies 

 

BBC Commissions 

Existing IP  

Any contracts BBC Studios production division has for Existing IP will be produced on a work-for-

hire basis only; therefore no brand fee will be required from the production division.  

 

New IP for the BBC  

When BBC Studios produces content for the BBC no brand payment will be required. This is 

because the subsidiary is wholly owned, and the BBC brand will not be the driver for the BBC’s 

commission. No brand fee is payable by the BBC Studios production division on secondary 

production revenues: 

(a) if distributed by BBC Studios, this would be covered by the brand payment arrangements 

relating to BBC Studios  distribution division set out below, and to charge BBC Studios 

production division a fee as well would result in an unnecessary double payment for use of 

the brand;   

(b) if distributed by a third party, then this would be driven by an external party which would 

either not benefit from use of the BBC brand or to the extent that it did, then the distributor 

would pay a brand fee as separately negotiated with the BBC.  External distributors are 

generally only liable for a brand payment if they operate under the BBC brand (and hence 

benefit from the brand when distributing the relevant content) and this is usually the 

subject of separate negotiations between the BBC and the external distributor.   

 

Third-party Commissions 

New IP for third parties 

When BBC Studios produces for third parties BBC Studios will pay a brand licence fee for use of the 

BBC master-brand for the primary production. This payment is a percentage of its annual third-

party primary production revenues for all third-party commissions. This takes into account the 

benefit BBC Studios will receive in using the BBC brand as it sells to third-party commissioners.  

 

New IP for third parties – distributed by an external distributor  

Where BBC Studios produces for a third-party commissioner and engages a third party distributor 

to distribute and exploit that content, BBC Studios will also pay a percentage of its annual 

secondary production revenues as a brand fee. This fee reflects the fact that BBC Studios will 

benefit from using the BBC brand to win commissions from third-parties and that the resulting 

secondary revenue from those commissions has not already had a brand fee applied to it.  
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BBC Studios distribution division 

The brand fee is set for the BBC Studios distribution division as:  

 

(i) a percentage of the revenue raised by the BBC Studios  distribution division from the 

commercial activity generated from services using the BBC masterbrand (e.g. from 

services which clearly use the BBC Brand,  such as “BBC America” or “BBC Earth”); 

and 

 

(ii) a percentage of all revenue raised by the BBC Studios  distribution division from all 

its other operations, excluding: 

a. dividends from its 50% stake in the UKTV joint venture (however revenue from 

the Programme Licensing Agreement between BBC Worldwide and UKTV Media 

Limited is liable for payment for the use of the BBC Brand); 

b. income from BBC Advertising which is recharged to relevant client businesses 

and appears in their accounts; and 

c. any other revenue agreed as excluded in writing between the BBC Public Service 

and BBC Studios from time to time.  Any exclusion would be on the basis that the 

BBC masterbrand was not involved in securing such revenues. 

 


